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Abstract
Let A be a complex n× n matrix. We find lower bounds for its numerical radius r(A) =
max{|x∗Ax| | x ∈ Cn, x∗x = 1}. First, we choose x satisfying x∗x = 1 and compute |x∗Ax|.
We also improve the simple bound so obtained. Second, we apply
r(A) = max
{
λ
(
zA + z¯A∗
2
)∣∣∣∣ z ∈ C, |z| = 1
}
,
where λ denotes the largest eigenvalue.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, A denotes a complex n× n matrix (n  2). Its field of
values (or numerical range) is
F(A) = {x∗Ax | x ∈ Cn, x∗x = 1}
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and its numerical radius is
r(A) = max{|z| | z ∈ F(A)}.
A simple way to find lower bounds for r(A) is to choose x satisfying x∗x = 1 and to
compute |x∗Ax|. We will study such bounds in Section 2. The characterization
r(A) = max
{
λ
(
zA + z¯A∗
2
)∣∣∣∣ z ∈ C, |z| = 1
}
, (1)
where λ denotes the largest eigenvalue (see, e.g., [2, Problem 1.5.11]), gives another
natural way, since lower bounds for λ can then be applied. We will study this method
in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, we will compare our bounds experimentally in Section
5.
Our earlier paper [5] applies similar ideas in finding lower bounds for the spread
of a normal matrix. The present paper is its natural continuation.
2. Simple bounds
We denote by su A the sum of entries of A, and by AI the principal submatrix of
A with rows and columns in I = {i1, . . . , im} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Denoting by ei the ith
standard basis vector and eI =∑i∈I ei , we have, putting x = eI /√m,
r(A)  1
m
|su AI |. (2)
In particular (I = {1}, . . . , I = {n}),
r(A)  max
i
|aii | (3)
and (I = {1, . . . , n})
r(A)  1
n
|su A|. (4)
We denote by ρ(A) the spectral radius of A. If r(A) = ρ(A), then A is called
spectraloid (or spectral). Then the bounds for r(A) are also bounds for ρ(A). For
example, all normal matrices are spectraloid.
If A is symmetric and nonnegative, experiments show that (4) is often good for
r(A) = ρ(A) [4].
Denoting e = e1 + · · · + en, let r = Ae be the row sum vector of A. Assuming
r /= 0 and putting in
r(A)  |x∗Ax| (x∗x = 1) (5)
x = r/‖r‖, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, we have, for Hermitian A,
r(A) = ρ(A)  |r
∗Ar|
r∗r
= |su A
3|
suA2
. (6)
If A is symmetric and nonnegative, then experiments show that (6) often improves
(4). Then r = Ae is closer than e to an eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A). Thinking
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about the power method to compute ρ(A), this is understandable. (However, coun-
terexamples exist if n  4, see [3].) Applying the same trick to an arbitrary A, we
obtain
r(A)  |r
∗Ar|
r∗r
= |su A
∗A2|
su A∗A
, (7)
assuming r /= 0.
Since vectors maximizing the right-hand side of (5) are in general different from
eigenvectors corresponding to ρ(A), we cannot motivate the choice x = r = Ae by
the power method. Indeed, experiments show that in most cases it is better to tie the
row sum vector r = Ae with the conjugate vector c¯ = A∗e of the column sum vector
c = ATe by putting x = (r + c¯)/‖r + c¯‖ where r + c¯ /= 0 is assumed. Then
r(A)  |(r + c¯)
∗A(r + c¯)|
(r + c¯)∗(r + c¯) =
|su A3 + su A2A∗ + su A∗A2 + su A∗AA∗|
2re su A2 + su AA∗ + su A∗A ,
(8)
where re stands for the real part.
3. Bounds using 2×2 principal submatrices
Let j , k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j /= k, and I = {j, k}. To apply (1), we note the elementary
fact that
λ
(
zA + z¯A∗
2
)
 λ
(
zAI + z¯A∗I
2
)
. (9)
We can compute the right-hand side exactly, and so we may look for the optimal z
(with |z| = 1) there. We obtain
λI =λ
(
zAI + z¯A∗I
2
)
= 1
2
{
re(z(ajj + akk))+
[[
re(z(ajj − akk))
]2 + |ajkz+ a¯kj z¯|2]1/2
}
.
(10)
The optimal z cannot be found algebraically, but some natural choices of z exist. We
study two of them.
First, choose z = 1 if re(ajj + akk)  0 and z = −1 if re(ajj + akk) < 0. This is
the simplest choice and gives
λI = 12
{∣∣re(ajj + akk)∣∣+ [(re(ajj − akk))2 + |ajk + a¯kj |2]1/2
}
. (11)
Second, assuming ajj + akk /= 0, choose z = (a¯jj + a¯kk)/|ajj + akk|. This
choice maximizes re(z(ajj + akk)) in (10). We have
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λI = 12
{
|ajj + akk| + 1|ajj + akk|
[[
re((a¯jj + a¯kk)(ajj − akk))
]2
+ ∣∣ajk(a¯jj + a¯kk)+ a¯kj (ajj + akk)∣∣2]1/2
}
= 1
2
{
|ajj + akk| + 1|ajj + akk|
[ (
|ajj |2 − |akk|2
)2
+ ∣∣ajk(a¯jj + a¯kk)+ a¯kj (ajj + akk)∣∣2 ]1/2
}
. (12)
Applying (1) and (9), we obtain by (10)
r(A) 1
2
max
|z|=1,j /=k
{
re(z(ajj + akk))
+
[ [
re(z(ajj − akk))
]2 + |ajkz+ a¯kj z¯|2]1/2
}
, (13)
by (11)
r(A) 1
2
max
j /=k
{ ∣∣re(ajj + akk)∣∣
+
[(
re(ajj − akk)
)2 + |ajk + a¯kj |2]1/2
}
, (14)
and by (12)
r(A) 1
2
max
j /=k,ajj /=−akk
{
|ajj + akk| + 1|ajj + akk|
[ (
|ajj |2 − |akk|2
)2
+ ∣∣ajk(a¯jj + a¯kk)+ a¯kj (ajj + akk)∣∣2
]1/2}
. (15)
If we choose z to maximize [re(z(ajj − akk))]2 or |ajkz+ a¯kj z¯|2 in (10), we meet
too complicated bounds.
If A is real, then (14) and (15) simplify into
r(A)  1
2
max
j /=k
{
|ajj + akk| +
[
(ajj − akk)2 + (ajk + akj )2
]1/2}
, (16)
improving the bound
r(A)  1
2
max
j /=k
∣∣ajj + akk + ajk + akj ∣∣ , (17)
which follows from (2) putting m = 2 (and holds also for complex matrices). If A is
nonnegative, then by Brauer and Gentry [1],
ρ(A)  1
2
max
j /=k
{
ajj + akk +
[
(ajj − akk)2 + 4ajkakj
]1/2}
. (18)
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If A is also spectraloid, then (16) is a lower bound for ρ(A) and improves (18).
If A is Hermitian, then (14) and (15) simplify into
r(A)= ρ(A)  1
2
max
j /=k
{
ajj + akk +
[
(ajj − akk)2 + 4|ajk|2
]1/2}
= max
j /=k ρ(A(j,k)). (19)
4. Bounds using traces
Denote a = tr A, b = tr A2, c = tr A∗A. The matrix
B = zA + z¯A
∗
2
has
tr B = re tr zA = re za,
and the matrix
B2 = 1
4
(z2A2 + z¯2(A∗)2 + AA∗ + A∗A)
has
tr B2 = 1
4
(2re tr z2A2 + 2tr A∗A) = 1
2
(re z2b + c).
We apply the Wolkowicz–Styan lower bound [7]
λ(B)  tr B
n
+
{
1
n(n− 1)
[
tr B2 − (tr B)
2
n
]}1/2
.
Since
tr B2 − (tr B)
2
n
= 1
2
(re z2b + c)− 1
n
(re za)2
= 1
2
(re z2b + c)− 1
n
(
za + z¯a¯
2
)2
= 1
2
(re z2b + c)− 1
4n
(
z2a2 + z¯2a¯2 + 2|a|2
)
= 1
2
[
re z2b + c − 1
n
(re z2a2 + |a|2)
]
= 1
2
{
re
[
z2
(
b − a
2
n
)]
+ c − |a|
2
n
}
,
we have, assuming |z| = 1,
r(A)  re za
n
+
{
1
2n(n− 1)
{
re
[
z2
(
b − a
2
n
)]
+ c − |a|
2
n
}}1/2
. (20)
Again, we cannot find the optimal z algebraically, and so we proceed somewhat
similarly as we did in studying (10).
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First, choose z = 1 if re za  0 and z = −1 if re za < 0. Then
r(A)  |re a|
n
+
{
1
2n(n− 1)
[
re
(
b − a
2
n
)
+ c − |a|
2
n
]}1/2
. (21)
Second, assuming a /= 0, choose z = a¯/|a|. The right-hand side of (20) is then
|a|
n
+
[
1
2n(n− 1)
(
re
a¯2b
|a|2 − re
a¯2a2
n|a|2 + c −
|a|2
n
)]1/2
= |a|
n
+
[
1
2n(n− 1)
(
re
a¯2b
|a|2 −
|a|2
n
+ c − |a|
2
n
)]1/2
= |a|
n
+
{
1
n(n− 1)
[
1
2
(
re
a¯2b
|a|2 + c
)
− |a|
2
n
]}1/2
and so
r(A)  |a|
n
+
{
1
n(n− 1)
[
1
2
(
re
a¯2b
|a|2 + c
)
− |a|
2
n
]}1/2
. (22)
In [6, Theorems 14 and 15], the right-hand sides of (20) and (21) (formulated differ-
ently) are shown to be lower bounds for the spectral norm ‖A‖ (the largest singular
value of A). Since r(A)  ‖A‖ (see, e.g., [2, Problem 1.5.23g]), the inequalities (20)
and (21) are sharper.
If a and b are real (c is always real), then (21) and (22) simplify into
r(A)  |a|
n
+
[
1
n(n− 1)
(
b + c
2
− a
2
n
)]1/2
. (23)
5. Experiments
Mathematical comparison of our bounds seems to be troublesome without inter-
esting results. Therefore, we compared them experimentally. The complexity of all
tested bounds is O(n2).
We studied the bounds (2)–(4), (7), (8), (14), (15), (21), and (22), noting also the
special cases (6), (16), (19), and (23). To maintain the complexity O(n2), we used in
(2) only the first m = n/2 rows and columns of A. We performed 100 experiments
with random matrices of order 10, using the Matlab random generators rand in gen-
erating positive numbers and randn in generating real numbers. We computed r(A)
by an algorithm based on [2, Corollary 1.5.16].
The results below give means (m) and standard deviations (s) of relative errors
r(A)− bound
r(A)
of the best and second best bounds for each matrix type. Note that for the first six
types, the numerical radius is equal to the spectral radius.
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Type Positive symmetric
Best (6) = (7) = (8),m = 0.00075, s = 0.00055
Second best (4),m = 0.0265, s = 0.0144
Type Real symmetric
Best (14) = (15) = (16) = (19),m = 0.3819, s = 0.0907
Second best (6) = (7) = (8),m = 0.6182, s = 0.2329
Type Hermitian; positive real and imaginary parts of the upper
triangle
Best (7) = (8),m = 0.0284, s = 0.0122
Second best (4),m = 0.2378, s = 0.0367
Type Hermitian
Best (14) = (15) = (19),m = 0.4816, s = 0.0608
Second best (7) = (8),m = 0.6968, s = 0.2115
Type Normal; positive real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues
Best (15),m = 0.1860, s = 0.0498
Second best (7),m = 0.2413, s = 0.0718
Type Normal
Best (15),m = 0.4448, s = 0.0971
Second best (14),m = 0.5459, s = 0.1157
Type Positive
Best (8),m = 0.00023, s = 0.00015
Second best (7),m = 0.0145, s = 0.0069
Type Real and imaginary parts positive
Best (8),m = 0.0137, s = 0.0052
Second best (7),m = 0.0142, s = 0.0050
Type Real part positive
Best (8),m = 0.0300, s = 0.0157
Second best (4),m = 0.1506, s = 0.0472
Type Imaginary part positive
Best (4),m = 0.1506, s = 0.0472
Second best (7),m = 0.1625, s = 0.0533
Type Arbitrary
Best (15),m = 0.4233, s = 0.0621
Second best (14),m = 0.4835, s = 0.0665
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6. Conclusions
For positive matrices, the success of (8) is impressive. It is interesting that (8)
works even better in the nonsymmetric case than in the symmetric case. This bound
does also very well in the case of positive real parts, but not so well in the case of
positive imaginary parts. (The results are similar if we consider nonnegative matrices
instead of positive matrices.)
For real symmetric, Hermitian, and normal matrices, (15) is the best. An explana-
tion of its success is that it uses much information (all the entries of A) and actually
contains n(n− 1)/2 bounds from where the maximum is taken.
The bounds (21)–(23) use less information (tr A and tr A2 only) than the compet-
ing bounds. Therefore, it is no surprise that they are not in the top of the lists.
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